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Scope of Work

Truth Tree manages DCschoolHUB.com and NYmetroSchools.com, two community resources for families
seeking preschool and private school in the Washington, DC and New York City metro areas respectively. 

 
During the design phase, we interviewed hundreds of parents to learn what they value and are looking for
in an independent school. Each day, hundreds of visitors to our sites tell us an analytic story about what

they are searching for, what content keeps their attention, and what they value in an educational
experience.

 
The data we can analyze from real parents (and students) performing real searches are invaluable to our

work.

How We Think Differently

German School Manhattan (GMS) and German School Brooklyn (GMB) are bilingual English-German
schools in their respective boroughs.

Truth Tree is a national leader in market research, enrollment management, and marketing strategies
for independent schools seeking edge-defining excellence.

GSM and GSB want to partner with Truth Tree to increase and sustain a robust, mission-appropriate
enrollment through intelligence and independent school-specific consulting and dilgent digital
marketing strategies.

Discovery Phase - We will send you a comprehensive onboarding form to better understand your
brand position, sphere of influence, and general and specific enrollment goals. If applicable, we will
request the following materials: enrollment marketing plan, brand strategy and guidelines, messaging
platform, and digital copies of marketing collateral. After a thorough review of the materials and
collaborative research, we proceed to the strategic onboarding meeting to discuss our short-,
medium-, and long-term strategies to achieve your goals.

Build Phase - Depending on the service(s) you choose and using an inside-out method; Truth Tree
will craft SEM/SMM campaigns and digital presence-boosting SEO based on your goals and the
shifting needs of your enrollment. For example, this phase may include specific campaigns for
admission events, application deadlines, or the changing focus of your enrollment forecast, in addition
to general awareness campaigns.

Engagement Phase - Truth Tree will provide ongoing communication about our progress and
outcomes through a shared digital platform. Additionally, we send bi-monthly quantitative and
qualitative reports that include workflow, industry-related trends, and recommendations based on that
information. Finally, we will schedule routine calls/video meetings to ensure optimal communication
throughout our partnership.

http://dcschoolhub.com/
http://www.nymetroschools.com/
http://dcschoolhub.com/
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Enrollment Edge™ SEM & SMM

Search engine marketing (SEM) and social media marketing (SMM) have become some of the most
critical marketing tools to attract, build trust, and enroll mission-appropriate students.

Our process begins with a comprehensive onboarding form completed by you and members of the
school. Once completed, we will schedule the onboarding strategy session to review the information
provided and discuss short-, medium-, and long-term strategies to address your enrollment goals and
put you on the path of enrollment design mastery.

After the onboarding strategy session, we begin to build comprehensive ad sets on a shared platform.
This process takes 10-18 days. Once approved by you, we move them into position on their
respective ad platforms.

We begin with digital search ads to gain valuable market research. Then, once we have a baseline for
ad copy engagement rates, cost-per-click, click-through rates, and other key performance indicators,
we branch out to your other platforms. This ensures your dollars go further and that your message is
focused on the right people. 

Once we are confident that your messaging will engage the right audience, we focus on addressing
specific enrollment needs and high potential market personas with a propensity to enroll at your
school.

Our fully customized Customer Attraction & Engagement Cycle™ ensures that our partnership is fully
transparent, involves your school through each step in the process, and allows you 24/7/365 access
to your digital brand dashboard to review our progress.
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SEM & SMM Samples



In-Depth Case Study
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Challenge: The Calverton
School, an age 3 - grade 12
school in Maryland, was seeking
to increase revenue through
higher enrollment of more full(er)
pay families.  

Research: We identified a
significant decline in the number 

Target & recapture families from Washington, DC. 
Enroll more full(er)-pay students.

of students who live in and immediately around Washington, DC., for over ten years. Additionally,
DC proper and adjacent households with age-eligible students had a 59% higher household income
than Calvert County families (the county where Calverton is located). Furthermore, many schools in
the target area were considered "less traditional; left-leaning" schools. These schools' average
tuition was also 81% more in an entry-grade comparison.

Goals: 

Our Work: Truth Tree supported The Calverton School with a multi-faceted, multi-layered campaign
to differentiate and demonstrate the value of a Calverton School education based on geo-behavioral
psychographic data. As shown in the Google Ad above, we did not lead with or even use the
School's name in the headline due to a lack of brand awareness in the target area. We wanted to
show right-leaning, traditional households that an affordable education could be found not far from
home that taught honor and respect.

This particular version of the ad was pushed to conservative families in the 20-30% bracket of
household incomes in five zip codes in southeast Washington, DC., and Prince George's County.
This is considered an "up-and-coming" area where young families resided who do not have
accumulated wealth but demonstrated an excellent investment (think: 3-years out of law school and
a final year of medical school). Hence, the reason we touted the availability of financial aid and
scholarships.

Results: A 435% increase in applications and a 310% increase in the number of students
representing the 14 zip codes targeted.



Enrollment Edge™ SEO
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An initial site audit
SEO-factor business/market research
SEO strategy development

SEO Program includes:  

Initial services include a discovery site audit. The discovery site audit provides an SEO “health
check,” examining your overall website performance from a technical SEO perspective. The audit
identifies components hindering your site’s full potential. 
The audit will evaluate your site traffic, website analytics, ranking keywords, backlinks, user-
experience factors, technical issues (i.e., speed, mobile optimization, URL parameters, and
content.

Site Audit    

Content strategy and calendar
Content production
Monthly site maintenance 
Ongoing site optimization

Preliminary research will take the information from the ideal family/student profile and market
research, plus additional research to define and document the keywords and phrases you should
be ranking for, as well as the content of your site.

Research

Improving site performance and engagement and driving quality traffic to the site.
A content strategy and calendar for content production. Content will be determined after the
Discovery and Research phases and in the context of the entire marketing strategy. We highly
encourage monthly content creation, including additional web pages, blogs, videos, news
articles/press releases, student or staff stories, etc.
Truth Tree offers some forms of content creation at an additional cost. See the pricing page for
more details.

A Strategy will be developed for:

We use industry-leading SEO tools and website analytics to identify and fix site issues on an
ongoing basis and analyze page and content performance. This information will be presented to
you, and once changes are agreed upon, we will liaise with your web team on the implementation
of fixes and changes. 
Our Monitoring and Optimization services go beyond on-site performance, and quarterly, we will
analyze competitor sites.

Monitoring, Site Maintenance & Optimization

Google Analytics and other available site tools and marketing technologies (where relevant) will be
used for weekly and monthly reporting on SEO performance. Analysis and recommendations for
continuous improvement will be included in monthly reports, and details about the services
performed that month.

Reporting and Recommendations

Search engine optimization (SEO) is about increasing your exposure online organically. SEO is a
powerful way to organically build authority, relevance, and importance online.



Site Audit

SEO Sample Deliverables
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Keyword Research

Ongoing
competition report
and competitive
repositioning

Keyword research & ranking



Content promotion; backlink strategy

SEO Sample Deliverables
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KPI Reporting



Email Marketing - Funnel Design

Coupled with the information gathered
from our analytics on how the
prospective family has interacted with
drip emails and your personal
interaction, you can gauge interest and
adjust messaging of your continuing
touchpoints. 

Our unique-to-you landing pages will
continue the story our ads start and
come with a fillable form for capturing
a parent's information that will be
automatically recorded to your custom
CRM upon being filled out.

Once a parent fills out our custom
form, they will receive a specialized
email drip campaign designed much
like a choose-your-own-adventure
book. These emails provide
information about the different value
levels you can provide their child and
direct them to the enrollment process's
next step.

We are interested in an
international education

for our children.

Google Ads, Facebook Ads,
YouTube videos

 

Drip campaign, retargeting,
remarketing

Choose You

Build More Value

Inquire, attend an event,
apply/register

Drip campaign,
retargeting,
remarketing
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Attract

Build Value

Drive Action

Enroll
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Opened email; no click

Never opened an email
after inquiring online

Clicked on link to apply but
did not complete the form

Clicked on link regarding
financial aid

Sample email drip

Potential email drip matrix (not associated with above sample email)

Email Marketing - Funnel Design



Ebooks
Blogs
White papers
Quizzes
Short-form videos

The content, if done right, will help your organic ranking (boosting SEO).
It positions your school and those associated with your school as thought leaders to your target
audience.
It will increase your lead list through content subscriptions allowing you to draw them into your
funnel.
Your value through content marketing will put your school in the consideration set if positioned
correctly toward families with a propensity for your school or camp.

Providing value to prospective families should begin well before their child(ren) are age-eligible to
apply and enroll at your school.

However, creating well-crafted and relevant content takes time and effort. So let Truth Tree take the
hassle off your plate.

Our team of education marketing experts and our creative design team will curate content to meet
your goals.

Besides the overwhelming statistics that demonstrate the effectiveness of content marketing, here
are some other reasons how content marketing will help you.
 

1.
2.

3.

4.
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Content Marketing

Content marketing pieces we've helped create for our school partners

https://www.spiralytics.com/blog/how-to-boost-search-rankings-through-content-marketing/


Our Results

I feel like we are finally capturing an audience we have been after for a
while. Plus, your communication and reporting are excellent.

Emi Ithen, Director of Enrollment Management, Far Brook School

Our partnership with Far Brook School began in May 2020. They are a progressive school, which
has a philosophy that does not appeal to all families. The School wanted to gain brand
awareness among mission-appropriate families who value the benefits of their unique
educational model.

Targeting families that have
the highest potential to
enroll, if accepted, often
means a narrowing of the
target audience.

While we were able to help
them increase inquiries,...

...what excites us most are
families we helped them
reach so aligned with the
school's ethos that the school
realizes exponential growth in
applications.

Far Brook is forecasting a
waitlist in some grades for the
first time in 22 years, and an
overall increase in enrollment
across the board.

Campaigns like the one here helped differentiate
Far Brook from the fast-paced, overly rigorous
independent schools in the New York City
metropolitan area. We positioned them into a
category of one that made our ads stand out in a
crowded market. 
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We began working with this school in late
November 2018. They previously worked
with a marketing firm and a freelancer for
digital marketing and website maintenance.

Our work included identifying market
potential, crafting mission-appropriate ads,
and pivoted based on admission data to
maximize enrollment growth with mission-
appropriate students.  

97% growth in newly enrolled students.

Our Results
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65% 49% 
inquiry improvement application improvement

First-year partners in 2018-19

2,460% ROI 
24 reporting school partners who have been with us for > 18 months



Truth Tree is my go-to team for Google and Facebook Ads. Their
superpower is being able to combine a deep knowledge of digital ad
strategy and platforms AND their knowledge of having worked in and
understanding schools. That combination is hard to find in the K-12 school
space!

Brendan Schneider
Internationally Renowned Independent School Marketing Expert
SchneiderB Media, LLC

Truth Tree is outstanding to work with! They keep their promises and
deliver in a timely manner. It is such a tough field and so much keeps
changing and their honesty was a breath of fresh air. Highly
recommend!

Bonnie Leedy
CEO at School Webmasters
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Selection of our School Partners

Industry Leaders
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Our Results

Trevor and his team are incredibly responsive, proactive, and knowledgeable about private school
digital marketing - specifically search engine optimization, social media marketing, and search

engine marketing. I am beyond thrilled with my experience and the results. In total, our applications
are up 50% this year. Over the past two years, our enrollment has grown by 46%.

Meghan Hodgin, Director of Marketing & Communications, Oak Knoll School
 
 

Upper School [applications are] up about 250% over last year at this time. Lower School
[applications are] up 25% over last year.

Anthony Houle, Head of Admissions and Strategic Imperatives, Duchesne Academy
 

Working with  Truth Tree has been a wonderful experience. They are incredibly knowledgeable and
have educated me on so many aspects of SEO and digital marketing that I didn't even know about.

As a one-person admission office with a tight budget, I appreciate the time that Truth Tree saves me
by doing so many of the digital marketing tasks, and I know I am spending money on ads that get

results. My only regret is that I didn't know about them sooner!
Lisa Buscaglia, Director of Admissions, Friends School Haverford

 
Enrollment is up 32% over the past two years.

Megan Campbell, Director of Admission and Enrollment Management, The River School
 

Over the last two months, Tours are up 217%, and we've received more applications in those two
months than we ever have [referring to January and February 2019].

John Black, Head of School, Valley Preparatory School
 

The year before Truth Tree partnered with us, we had 30 applications all year (we are a very small
school). This year we already have 53 applications on March 1. We are continually shocked at how
much they understand how parents look for schools. Parents call and email me excited about the

school more than ever. 
Suzannah Hopkins, Director of Admissions, The New Century School

Why Truth Tree?

We work with independent schools and summer camps only. Full stop.

2/3 of our team has experience working in independent school marketing, communication,
financial aid, and admissions.

We are currently partnering with 53 schools, and in our May 2021 satisfaction survey, 86%
of our partners said we had a moderate to significant impact on their enrollment.  

We are Google Partners and Facebook Marketing Partners who have the deepest
understanding of how parents, and students, search for, evaluate, and ultimately choose an
independent school. 



Pricing
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Prices reflect Truth Tree's work and do not include advertising spend. All Enrollment Edge packages include a one-time setup fee of $980.

SEO
Local: $1,850/month

National: $3,175/month

SEO Audit
 

Keyword Research
 

On & Off Page Optimization
 

Content Optimization &
Distribution

 
High Quality, Relevant

Backlinks

All-in-One
Local: $3,995/month

National: $5,495/month
 

SEO Package
 

SEM/SMM Package
 

Plus (1) Guest Blog
Post every 6 months

 
Plus (1) Custom
Landing Page

 
15% Discount for the

PeerPal Platform

SEM/SMM
$2,650/month

(3) Platforms to choose:
 

Google/YouTube, 
Bing, 

Facebook/Instagram, 
Twitter, Snapchat, LinkedIn,

etc.
 

Search, Display, & Dynamic
Ads 

 
Pixel & Tag Manager

Conversions
 

The Enrollment Edge™

Multi-Award-Winning agency



10% Discount

ANY Enrollment Edge™ Plan + ANY Ultimate Enrollment Funnel Plan
=

Pricing
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Minimum (6) month engagement for any of the above packages.

Combining Packages

Ultimate Enrollment Funnel

BASIC
$1,320/month

(1) Custom Landing Page
 

(1) "Responsible"
autoresponder

 
(1) Campaign w/ (5) Custom

emails
 

Unlimited Form Submissions
Direct to Your Inbox

 
Twice-monthly Funnel

Reports
 

PRO PLUS
$2,696month

(5) Custom Landing Pages
 

(5) "Responsible"
Autoresponders

 
(2) Campaigns w/ (8)
Custom Emails per

Campaign
 

Unlimited Form Submissions
Direct to Your Inbox

 
Twice-monthly Funnel

Reports

PRO
$1,563/month

(3) Custom Landing Pages
 

(3) "Responsible"
Autoresponders

 
(1) Campaign w/ (8) Custom

Emails
 

Unlimited Form Submissions
Direct to Your Inbox

 
Twice-monthly Funnel

Reports
 

Content - 500
$356

500 words or less
 

Post on DCschoolHUB &
NYmetroSchools

 
Up to (5) edits

Content 1K
$729

1,000 words
 

Post on DCschoolHUB &
NYmetroSchools

 
Up to (5) edits

 

Content Marketing
Content - 1,500

$1,046

1,500 words
 

Featured post
DCschoolHUB &
NYmetroSchools

 
Up to (8) edits

Content - 2K
$1,441

2,000 words
 

Featured post on
DCschoolHUB &
NYmetroSchools

 
Social posting on all Truth

Tree-related platforms
 

Up to (8) edits
 
 



Proposal
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Ads on Google, YouTube, Facebook, and Instagram. As well as a third platform to be decided
once market research has been conducted. These would be targeted at families in NYC,
Germany, or any other location on the planet.
On- and off-site search engine marketing, including Google My Business optimization, content
distribution, and a free featured listing on NYmetroSchools ($2,700 value).
One landing page customized and designed to your specifications. This can be hosted on your
website or our proprietary landing page website.
Content idea generation, curation, and/or content optimization every six months. If you create
your own, we can enhance and promote it as a part of our overall digital marketing strategy. 
A 15% discount for a PeerPal annual contract. PeerPal will provide prospective families a
powerful way to connect with you, parent ambassadors, or other school communities. We like to
say it brings them "out of the shadows" and into your CRM.

10% discount on any content marketing piece.
15% discount on any email marketing package.

The below pricing is based on a one-school model. If you were to include both schools in any
package, we would provide a discount.

Based on our conversation, we recommend the following.

The Enrollment Edge™ All-in-One Package (Local)

One School: $3,995 per month
Additional School(s): $1,450 per month

Additional options

http://peerpal.com/


Truth Tree Consulting helps independent schools and summer camps
design their ultimate enrollment through digital marketing strategies. 

Design Your Ultimate Enrollment

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQkgAIJHNg1g-_uGTju4AUg
https://www.facebook.com/TruthTreeConsulting/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/11556188/admin/

